SHUFFLE
Part performance, part game, directed by Lea Anderson

“What a way to begin the weekend. This every
Friday please!” Audience member at R&D event

Born from a desire to create a different way to shape dance, Shuffle is a
new interactive performance that casts the audience as voting club goers.
Based on the random track selection of an iPod Shuffle and emulating the
call and response relationship between the club dance floor and the DJ,
Shuffle invites the audience to vote for sections of performance to shuffle
or rewind.
Three dancers perform hip hop and street dance forms to a dance floor
soundtrack, embodying the skill and thrill of a battle improv. under the
direction of renowned choreographer, Lea Anderson (The Cholmondeleys
& The Featherstonehaughs). With a repertoire of house dance, popping,
waacking, vogue and contemporary, they take the audience on a
time-bending trip through a night out, presenting moments whose order
and length are selected by the audience.
At given points, the music and action in Shuffle pauses, audience
members vote. The exact voting procedure is being developed, with
favoured methods being non-digital. Designed to be accessible and
immediate, there’s no need to download apps. Just be ready to play
along and trust the DJ.

Shuffle is designed around the iconography of UK club culture, reflecting
the ‘in the moment’ experiences dancers build together with friends and
strangers on the dance floor. Interruptible and interactive, each
performance is unique according to the audience's response.

“This was thrilling, it had that liveness of a club
that I wanted to be in!” Emma Mc Farland, National
Gallery

Shuffle is made by:
Choreography and Direction Lea Anderson
Choreography & Dance Artists Paris Crossley, Frankie Johnson, Lewis Norman
Lighting Frazer Riches
Musical Director Steve Blake
Musical Contributors In negotiation with DJ Krust & various artists
Producer Katy Noakes, WeStaged
Production Design The Factory at Knowle West Media Centre & Ruth Ramsay
Shuffle is supported through a Bristol Dance Futures Dance Connect residency with Knowle
West Media Centre and with funding from Arts Council England and Pavilion Dance South
West.
BOOKING DETAILS
Shuffle is designed to be adaptable to different indoor settings, presented front on. In addition to
the arrangements below, there are options for late-night programmes with an in-house DJ or
guest DJ with fees negotiable for more than one evening of performances. Shuffle can be
presented live with or without online streaming.
Available from:

19 September 2022

Performers on Stage
Number on the road
Running Time approx

4
6 (7 with live streaming)
50 mins

Get In
on the day of the performance
Minimum Performing Area
6m x 6m
Minimum Tech RequirementsGood quality sound system. Basic par lighting rig where
possible. Rig to fly three lightweight signs centre back of stage. Stable Wifi for live stream
option.
R&D TRAILER

https://vimeo.com/655521959/951d616143

FEE

£1500 for live option
£2000 for live stream option

CONTACT

Sarah Trist sarah@stdma.com 07757 654790

